
Today’s Agenda

 Explain homework.   Begin setting up Presentation Sign-Ups

 Quiz

 Recap Previous Class / Discuss reading questions from last class

 on Barbauld, Coleridge, and Wollstonecraft

 PowerPoint Presentation on Charlotte Smith and Romanticism

 “Written in the Churchyard” (55-56), “On Being Cautioned” (56),  “The Sea View” (56-57)

 In what ways do Charlotte Smith's sonnets appear to be quintessentially Romantic poems? 
Provide a few specific examples in your explanation. 



ENLIGHTENMENT (circa 1650-1780) ROMANTICISM (circa 1780-1830)

•More rational
•Questions society
•Social / public
•Urban / cosmopolitan
•More indoors
•More witty
•More polished
•Satiric

•Like speaking to others at an 
indoor social occasion

•More emotional
•Examines the self
•Personal / intimate
•Natural / rustic
•More outdoors
•More pensive / somber
•More spontaneous 
•Nostalgic

•Like thinking to yourself out 
in nature



Anna Barbauld’s “The Mouse’s Petition” (40-41)
1.  What ideals are promoted in the poem, and what is the moral at the end (lines 45-48)?
2. What parts of the poem suggest that Barbauld was the kind of nonconformist religious 

Dissenter who promoted Christian values but questioned traditional notions of 
Christian faith?

Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “On the Slave Trade” (108-110)
1.  To Coleridge, what’s the cause of the slave trade, and what action might stop it?
2.  What parts stand out in Coleridge’s efforts aimed at making his audience feel guilty?
3.  If Coleridge were still living, what contemporary issues might he be concerned with 

today?

Mary Wollstonecraft’s biography (208-211)
1.  What details about Wollstonecraft’s life stood out to you?

Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (211-217)
1.  How does Wollstonecraft’s claim “elegance is inferior to virtue” encapsulate much of her 

argument?  Put differently, what are her main targets?—what is she criticizing and what
is she promoting? 

2.  If Wollstonecraft were still living, what contemporary issues might she be concerned
with today?



Homework for next class

 Read William Blake (112-116): “The Chimney Sweeper” (128), “Nurse‟s Song” 
(128), “The Sick Rose” (128), “The Tyger” (129-130), “London” (132), “Infant 
Sorrow” (134), “A Poison Tree” (134), The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (148-
149) Plate 11 (153) 

 Do a Reading Response on Blake.

 Read Essay #1 Instructions

 Presentation next class?

 William Blake’s biography—volunteer?


